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India, the gripping country stands out on the world map with its diverse cultures, traditions, cuisines
and attractions. Truly, the country has appeared as one of the most planned and arresting tourist
destinations, on the globe. Featuring countless attractions like monuments, forts, museums,
backwaters, waterfalls, beaches, churches, carnivals, etc, India holidays have immerged as an
outstanding surprise package for the globetrotters. Having a closer look at India will totally make you
fall in love with this enticing country. Letâ€™s dive deep and know about some of the eminent travel
destinations of India.

Rajasthan, the most diverse state of the country features a tantalizing culture amongst the travelers.
Once the home to majesty, Rajasthan is known for its alluring attractions like a camel safari, wildlife
visit, adventurous camps, palaces, forts, museums; and most significant of all, tempting cuisines,
which still features the glimpse of the Mughal dining room. A camel safari is the most adventurous
activity opted in Rajasthan as it presents utmost fun & adventure to the tourist. Rajasthan holidays
also present an appealing stay through its heritage hotels and palaces. You must include a voyage
to Rajasthan on you next India holidays.

Goa, one of the known destinations of India is considered for sheltering some of the supreme
beaches of the globe.  From dawn to sundown, you will be amidst the majestic exquisiteness of
nature, while your Goa holidays. Imagine spending time on the splendid beaches of the state,
enjoying its gripping ambience and hearing beautiful sound of the beaches; the experience will
definitely endow you with beautiful memories. Baga beach, attractive Anjuna Beach, enthralling
Candolim Beach, Miramar Beach, Dona Paula Beach and Colva Beach are a few famous beaches
of Goa. Apart from these beaches Goa is also known for its striking churches which feature amazing
architecture amongst the vacationers. Goa is really a highlight of India holidays.   

Coming to the southern part of India, Kerala is the next best option of having an arresting holiday.
This stunning state makes you have a close encounter with Mother Nature. Known for its beautiful
beaches and backwaters, the state promises to give you the most memorable holiday ever. Having
a backwater ride in Kerala, through its traditional and conventional houseboats features the most
fascinating scenery amongst the vacationers. A wildlife visit in this Godâ€™s own country is also
eminent amongst the travelers as it let them have a glance at some of the endangered species of
the world. Also, you get a chance to rejuvenate yourself by having a session in one of the ayurvedic
centers of Kerala. The Kerala holidays experience presents the most enjoyable journey, ever. It is
truly a must-visit destination of India holidays.

Well! You can choose any of the enchanting states of India, availing your much adored India holiday
packages.             
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for Culture Holidays India Pvt. Ltd. one of the leading Travel and Tourism Company in India that
offers you best a Kerala holidays, a Goa holidays & a Rajasthan holidays for your beautiful vacation
in India.
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